Raphson (N-R) load flow algorithm, the UPFC state variables are considered in the same way as the nodal power network state variables. In consequence, the interaction between the network and UPFC is properly modelled. In [12] , it is underlined that VSM introduces some difficulties in modelling PS with embedded UPFCs. The reason is the presence of the voltage sources. In effect, an admittance matrix has larger size and symmetry properties of this matrix are lost. There are not such consequences, when the Power Injection Model (PIM) [9] , [12] [13] [14] or Shunt Admittance Model (SAM) [12] is taken into consideration. In PIM, the power injections of the shunt and series converter of UPFC are interpreted as node injections. In SAM, UPFC is represented by -section with two shunt admittances. Convergence speed of the N-R algorithm using PIM or SAM is higher than it is in the case of using VSM [12] . The Current Based Model (CBM), assuming the current on the series branch of UPFC as a control variable, is proposed in [15] . CBM allows more easily taking into account a current limitation of UPFC. Results of Load Flow Computations (LFCs) with use of CBM are comparable with the case of using PIM [15] .
Analysing existing LFSs for PS with UPFC, one can observe lack of investigation of features of such the solution from the view-point of the used coordinate system. In the paper, results of the indicated investigation for the case of using the general model of UPFC, i.e. VSM, are presented. The investigation deals with the numerical features of the N-R LFS. Knowledge of the mentioned features enables better programming LFC and in an extreme case it allows to avoid lack of results of this computations.
At the beginning of the further part of the paper, a general description of LFCs based on the N-R method is given. Then, consequences of the assumed model of UPFC in LFCs are outlined. In the paper, it is noticed, that in some cases of LFCs, the Jacobian matrix (utilized in the calculations) can be singular or ill-conditioned. Analysis of the conditionality of the Jacobian matrix before an iteration process starts and during this process is carried out. Number of iterations in LFCs is also considered. LFCs in the Polar Coordinate System (PCS) and in Rectangular Coordinate System (RCS) are taken into account. (1) where F represents the set of n nonlinear equations, and x is a vector of n unknown state variables. Linearization of this problem is formulated as
where Δx is a correction of the vector x. The elements of the square Jacobian matrix J are defined as
In PCS, x = [δ2, δ3,… δn, V1, V2,… Vn] T , where: Vi, δi are a magnitude and phase angle of i V (the voltage at the bus i) i  {1, 2, …, n}, respectively. The bus 1 is considered as a reference bus and δ1 = 0. In PCS, (2) can be formulated as (Case 1):
or, as it is presented in [6] , [16] (Case 2):
where
T , Pi, Qi are an active and reactive power injection at the bus i, respectively.
Modification presented in (4) leads to useful simplifying in computations of derivatives.
In RCS, x = [e1, e2,… en, f2, f3… fn] T , where ei, f1 are real and imaginary parts of i V , respectively; f1 = 0, and (2) can be formulated as:
where e = [e1, e 2,… e n] T , f = [f2, f3,… fn] T . For both the coordinate systems we have
where Yrow i -the row i of an admittance matrix. The essential feature of LFCs in PCS is existence transcendental functions in (1) . For these functions, the Taylor series is an infinite one. In RCS, in the considered formulas, we have only quadratic terms. This fact leads to significant simplification of an expansion in Taylor series for F(x).
III. A MODEL OF UPFC
An equivalent circuit of UPFC is presented in Fig. 1 [1] . UPFC is able to provide simultaneous real-time control of the voltage phasor at a distinguished bus and the impedance of a branch, in which UPFC operates, determining the active and reactive power flowing through the mentioned branch. In the paper, we consider the control of voltage magnitude at the bus, to which UPFC is connected and also the active and reactive power on the branch with UPFC. 
2 , , ,
where S stands for a complex power. Neglecting UPFC losses, we can state that UPFC cannot absorb and injects real power, i.e.
The power injections at the buses i and k, between which UPFC operates, are modified as follows:
, where:
are calculated using (7) and (8), respectively.
IV. CONSIDERING UPFC IN LFCS

A. Modification of the Vectors F(x), x and the Matrix J
Considering UPFC in LFCs implies modification some of the existing elements of F(x), x and J as well as insertion of new elements into them. Fragments of F(x), x, and J, i.e. FF, (x)F, and JF, which in LFCs are associated with UPFC and contain elements modified or new (comparing with those elements considered in (3)- (5)), are as follows:
In Case 2, only the elements of JF in the columns numbered 3, 6, and 7 are different from the appropriate elements of JF in Case 1. One can write:
, and
, where the superscript of X denotes the considered case and the subscript of X is the number of the column in JF; X is any element of the indicated column of JF. 
B. Problematic Elements of the Jacobian Matrix
It can be seen, that when LFCs are performed in PCS, and if VcR is equal to zero, all elements of JF, dependent on this voltage, are also equal to zero. Hence all elements in the fifth column of JF in Case 1 and Case 2 are zero and JF is not a full-rank matrix. In Case 2, the situation is even worse because additionally elements in the seventh column of JF are equal to zero, as well. This problem does not exist if RCS is taken into consideration.
V. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR LFCS
Proper starting conditions are important in any iterative process. For the simple case, in which no UPFC is present, for all PQ buses the suitable starting point is 1 for voltage magnitudes and 0 for voltage angles. However, if a UPFC device is considered, the following initial conditions are proposed [6] : 
power flow on the branch between the nodes i and k at the node k; xcR, xvR are the inductive reactances, respectively, in the series and in the shunt branch in the UPFC model (Fig. 1) . If the UPFC shunt converter keeps Vi on a fixed value, VvR is initialized by the target voltage value at the bus i.
VI. THE CONDITION NUMBER OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX IN LFCS
A. Definition of the Condition Number
LFCs based on the N-R method lead to iterative solving the linear problem which can be formulated as Results of carried out LFCs are depicted in Fig. 2-Fig. 7 . In Fig. 2-Fig. 4 , the condition number (J) versus VcR,0 for PCS and RCS is presented. The investigations show that for both cases, which are distinguished, when PCS is used, results of computations of (J) are approximately the same (the difference is not larger than 1.6 %). For VcR,0  0.18, (J) for RCS becomes larger than (J) for PCS. When VcR,0 > 0.18, the difference between values of (J) for both considered coordinate systems is the largest for VcR,0 = 0.2 p.u. and is approximately equal to 3.5 %.
(J) changes during LFCs. It depends on VcR,0 and also VcR. Exemplary plots, presenting (J) as functions of the number of iterations for different VcR,0 and VcR, are depicted in Fig. 5-Fig. 7 . Figure 5 and Especially, that influence is large when the difference between VcR and VcR,0 is large (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ).
For PCS, depending on values of VcR,0, values of (J) for successive iterations in LFCs are larger or smaller from the value of (J) calculated before the first iteration. For certain iteration, the value of (J) is practically independent on values of VcR,0. That value of (J) depends on the actual value of VcR. During LFCs in RCS, (J) become larger than before the first iteration. For the largest considered values of VcR, the increase of (J) is about 10 %.
The values of (J), determined at the end of the calculation process, are larger for PCS than for RCS. For VcR = 0.2 p.u., the difference of the mentioned values is about 14 %. For VcR = 0 p.u., that difference is incomparably larger.
Summing up the presented results of the investigations, we can state, that: 1. For PCS, (J), calculated before the first iteration, strongly depends on VcR,0, if this voltage is sufficiently small. Such strong dependence is not observed for larger values of VcR,0 (Fig. 2) . 2. From the view-point of (J), calculated before the first iteration, if VcR,0 is sufficiently large, features of LFCs in PCS and in RCS are comparable (Fig. 2-Fig. 4) . One cannot draw such conclusion if values of (J), determined at the end of LFCs, are considered (Fig. 5-Fig. 7 ). 3. Analysing (J), determined before the first iteration and also during LFCs, one can ascertain that LFCs in RCS are more advantageous than in PCS (Fig. 5-Fig. 7) . Results of the investigations of the earlier-mentioned numbers of the iterations are collected in Table I and  Table II . In those tables, there are parameters characterizing numbers of iterations in LFCs performed in PCS and RCS. To characterize numbers of the iterations in LFCs the following parameters are used: (i) the minimum value (mit), (ii) the maximum value (Mit), (iii) the arithmetic mean (ait), (iv) the coefficient of variation (CVRMSD,it = RMSD/a, where RMSD-the root-mean-square deviation).
C. Consequences of Deterioration of Conditionality of the
Analysing Table I and Table II , we can ascertain that mit = 6 for PCS as well as for RCS. Only in the case of PCS, when VcR,0 = 0.001 p.u and VcR  {0.1, 0.2} p.u mit = 7. Other situation is, when the maximum number of iterations is taken into account. For RCS, one can distinguish such cases in which Mit = mit. In other cases, at most Mit = 8. There is no case for PCS, in which Mit = mit. In the most favorable case (for VcR,0 = 0.01 p.u and VcR = 0.01 p.u), Mit = 12. One can find such cases, in which Mit = 26. In those cases, Mit -mit = 20. The mentioned value is a maximum value of Mit -mit.
The coefficient CVRMSD,it for RCS is not larger than 10 %. For PCS, that coefficient is never less than 18 %. It achieves value even above 40 %. In many cases, defined by the values of VcR and VcR,0, CVRMSD,it > 30 %. Taking into account, the applied characteristics of numbers of the iterations in LFCs performed in PCS, one can notice, that there is no essential difference between the case of these computations, in which the value of VcR,0 is calculated using the formulas (20), and other ones.
In general, the analysis of numbers of the iterations in LFCs shows, that performing these computations in PCS is less beneficial than in RCS. For PCS, the arithmetic mean of numbers of iterations in LFCs is greater and variability of these numbers is much larger. This is a consequence of worse conditionality of the Jacobian matrix in PCS. The paper has contribution in LFCs. In the paper, it is noted that if the voltage magnitude VcR is equal to zero, then the Jacobian matrix (the matrix J), which is utilized in LFCs performed in PCS, becomes singular. One should also expect deterioration of conditionality of the matrix J for values of VcR, which are close to zero. It is shown, that other situation is when the mentioned computations are performed in RCS. In the paper, it is shown that conditionality of the matrix J before the first iteration in LFCs is slightly better for PCS than for RCS only for suitably large values of assumed initial voltage magnitude VcR (i.e. VcR,0). During computations, the conditionality of the matrix J changes and in no analysed case, in the final phase of computations, the considered conditionality is better for PCS than for RCS. In consequence, when that last coordinate system is used, the arithmetic mean of number of the iterations in LFCs is smaller and range of variability of this number is essentially less. The carried out investigations, utilizing the quantitative measures (the condition number of the matrix J, the number of the iterations in LFCs) for evaluation of LFCs performed in different coordinate systems, allows to state that performing this calculation in RCS is significantly better than in PCS.
